
If you are into future house from artists like Tchami, Don Diablo, Mesto, and Brooks you've gotta check 

out Future House Sting from W. A. Production. The "sting" in this sample pack lays within the sounds 

that are poised with depth, width and beaming with shimmering quality. 

Get ready for future house fused with deep house and lined with some deep bass progressive attributes. 

We've given you all the elements that you need to deliver exciting melodies, textured atmospheres, and 

create future house that empowers an intriguing environment with great mood. 

Select from twirling subharmonic synth lines, builds with plenty of elasticity, stabs, plucks, deep bass, 

dark bass, distorted bass, bright leads, melodic leads, arpeggiated leads, delivered in one-shots and full 

loops. Check out the FX that will help you build it all up. This includes sweeps, risers, and explosive 

impacts. Sub-bass kicks, monumental and powerful kicks. Hats, claps, and other percussive sounds that 

range from classic to the latest and greatest. 

All of our sounds are perfectly balanced, mixed and designed to work interchangeably with one another 

to ensure that your sound is 100% professional and ready for any listening environment. 

You are not going to get the signature future house sound using dated and poor quality audio samples. 

So stop wasting time editing and polishing dirty sounds. Get the sounds you want, the sounds you need, 

and the sounds that are going to catapult your music into the future with style and class.  Future House 

Sting from W. A. Production ... giving you the sounds of the future .... today. 

 

Product details: 

- 50 Melody Loops (+ MIDI); 

- 64 Drum Loops; 

- 51 Bass and Synth One Shots; 

- 50 Drum One-Shots (Clap, Hats, Kicks and other Percussion); 

- 10 FX; 

- 5 Textures; 

- 5 Build Ups; 

- 5 Drum Claps; 

- 5 Fills; 

- 100% Royalty-Free. 


